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This paper concerns a conjecture of R. S. Phillips on the existence 
of invariant subspaces for certain groups of operators on a Hilbert 
space with an indefinite inner product. The bilinear form Q(,) on a 
complex Hilbert space is called an indefinite inner product on H 
provided that H is the direct sum of two orthogonal subspaces H+ , 
H- with respect to which Q(,) has the representation 

Q(x7 Y> = (E+x, E+Y) - (=T E-Y) (1.1) 

where E, are the orthogonal projections of H onto H, along HF , 
and x, y are any two vectors in H. If y is a bounded operator on H 
the bounded operator p which satisfies Q(yx, y) = (x, py) is called 
the Q-adjoint or o-adjoint of y and is denoted by y”. A closed sub- 
space P of H which contains only vectors p for which Q(p, p) > 0 
is called positive. A maximal positive subspace is positive and not 
properly contained in any positive subspace of H. If a bounded 
operator y on H satisfies y” = y-l (~0 - r), then y is said to be 
Q-unitary (Q-self-adjoint). 

QUESTION A. Does every Q-unitary operator y have an invariant 
maximal positive subspace ? 

QUESTION B. Does every commutating group of Q-unitary operators 
have an invariant maximal positive subspace? 

* The material presented here is contained in the author’s doctoral dissertation 
written at Stanford University. The author was supported by a NSF graduate fellow- 
ship. 
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Historically, Phillips in [4] posed a question which seemed more 
general than Question B; however in [S] he was able to show that it 
and Question B are equivalent. Questions A and B are far from being 
answered. The main result of this paper is a generalization of 
Naimark’s work on question B. It would be awkward to state our main 
result just now. However one consequence of it is Corollary 1, 
proved in Section 3, which we state after introducing some notation. 

If y is any bounded operator on H, then it can be written 

y = (E+ + EJ y(E+ + E-) = E+yE- + E+yE- + E-y&, + E-yE- 

which we express in matrix form with respect to the “basis” H+ , K 

bY 

’ = ( 
E+YE+ Ed- 
E-YE, E-yE_ 1 ’ 

We let o(A) denote the spectrum of the bounded operator A. 

COROLLARY 1. If r, a group of commuting &-unitary operators 
on H, contains an operator M which has the form 

A 0 
M=O D+K ( 1 

where K is compact and o(A) does not intersect o(D), then r has an 
invariant maximal positive subspace. 

Before further describing the contents of this paper we shall list 
two results in the area, which give some perspective on Corollary 1. 

Result A. M. G. Krein [2] has shown that if M is a single Q-unit- 
ary operator of the form 

M=(f ;)+ K w.r.t. H+ , H- 

where K is compact, then M has an invariant maximal positive 
subspace. 

Result B. Naimark [3] h as shown that if H+ is finite dimensional, 
then the answer to Question B is yes. 

Corollary 1 is stronger than Naimark’s result, because 

I== 
( -f+ ; ) +2E+ 
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w.r.t. H+ , H- and if H+ is finite dimensional, then E, is a compact 
operator. Corollary 1 falls short of generalizing Krein’s result because 
of the requirement on o(A) n o(D). 

The problems we have been discussing can be posed in a completely 
different way. This second viewpoint is very important in this paper 
and it is in this second setting that our Theorems are best stated. Let 
6p(H+, K) denote the Banach spaces of operators which map H+ 
into H- and let g denote the unit ball in Z(H+ , H-). We define 
9 to be the set of one-to-one bi-analytic maps of 59 onto itself. There 
is a.certain subclass ‘Z?r of 9 whose members are called general sym- 
plectic maps. Krein [2] has shown that Question A is equivalent to 
asking if each map in 9, has a fixed point in a’. Phillips [6] has 
shown that if H+ and H- are unitarily equivalent (i.e., 
dimension H, = dimension H-), then 9r is the principal component 
of 9. Thus 59a is a large and familiar class of maps. The question- 
does every commuting family of maps in 9, have a fixed point ?- 
is more general than Question B. Our main theorem is a fixed point 
theorem about general symplectic maps. 

Let +Z denote the set of compact operators in P’(H+ , K). We show 
that if 5 is a general symplectic map on 99, then 5 induces a map g on 
the unit ball @ in 9(H+ , H-)/S?‘. If $j has a fixed point in g’, 
then certainly 8 has a fixed point in &‘. Our main theorem and 
Krein’s Result A seem to be along the lines of the converse to this. 
Result A put in this setting is 

THEOREM 1. Ifs E ~3'~ and fj has a fixed point in the interior of @:, 
then 5 has a fixed point in B. 

The main theorem in this paper is 

THEOREM 2. Suppose that 9’ is a group of commuting maps in gl . 
Consider the set 9 of maps that the maps in 9’ induce on 4’. If there is an 
element I,, in the interior of @ which is the unique $xed point of some 
map 8, E 9, then Y has a fixed point in g. 

The paper begins (Section la) by recalling the relation between the 
fixed point problem for general symplectic maps and the positive 
invariant subspace problem for Q-unitary operators originally worked 
out by Krein. In (Section 1 b) some simple basic properties of general 
symplectic maps are given and Theorem 1 is derived. Sections 2 and 3 
are written from the geometric viewpoint and they are devoted to 
proving Theorem 2. The proof of Corollary 1 concludes Section 3 
and this paper. 
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I certainly wish to thank M. G. Crandall and R. S. Phillips for 
many helpful discussions concerning these problems. 

la. Two VERSIONS OF THE SAME PROBLEM 

In this section we shall show how the two different viewpoints of 
the main question are related. Suppose that P is a positive subspace 
of H. If p E P, then 

o < Q(p, p) = (E+P, E+P) - (E-P, E-P) = II E+P II2 - II E-P iI2 U-1) 

or 

This implies that an operator J : E+P + H- is defined by 

J(E+x) = E-x for x E P 

and that J is a contraction. We shall write P N J and say that P 
corresponds to J. This correspondence between positive subspaces 
and contractions is one-to-one. Furthermore maximal positive sub- 
spaces correspond to contraction operators which are defined on all 
H+ . These facts are well known and easy to prove (cf. (11, [4] or [5]). 
All remarks hold for negative subspaces where negative subspaces 
correspond to contractions from H- to H+ . 

Suppose that U is a Q-unitary operator on H. If P is a maximal 
positive subspace of H it is easily seen that UP is a maximal positive 
subspace of H. Therefore the map P -+ UP induces a map 5 of 99 
onto itself. M. G. Krein in [23 derived the following explicit repre- 
sentation for the map 5: If U is Q-unitary, 

U= A B wrt H 
i 1 C D ‘*’ +,H-7 

then define a map 3 : 9 -+ 23, for each J E 93, by 

5(J) = (C + DJ) (A + BJP- 

(W 

(1.3) 
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(The operator A + BJ is invertible; cf. Remark 1.1). The map $j will 
have the property that 

if P is a maximal positive subspace, 

then P - J if and only if up - su>* 
(1.4) 

Any map of the form (1.3) which arises from a Q-unitary operator 
(1.2) is called general symplectic; the general symplectic maps form a 
group which we shall denote by 9i . If U is given by (1.2) we let 
sV denote the map 3 defined by (1.3). We call sU the general sym- 
plectic map associated with U. 

If the maximal positive subspace P contains UP, then naturally 
UP = P since UP is maximal positive. Therefore from (1.4) it 
follows that U has an invariant maximal positive subspace if and only 
if ?jv has a fixed point in ~8. If S is a subspace of H let 5” denote the 
Q-orthogonal complement of S. 

LEMMA 1 .I. If U and V are Q-unitary operators and if UP = VP 
for every maximal positive subspace P of H, then there is a scalar a 
with ( 01 ( = 1 such that U = aV. 

Proof. Suppose that Y = UOV. If P is a maximal positive sub- 
space of H , YP = P. Furthermore Y is Q-unitary. We shall prove 
that Y = olI for some complex number 01 with 1 OL ( = 1. If x is a posi- 
tive vector in H, let (z) denote the linear span of x, let 

S, = {P : P is a maximal positive subspace and x E P>, 

and let 

R,= n P. 
PCS, 

If Pl and P, are two maximal positive subspaces, then 

Y(Pl n PJ = (YPJ n (YP2) = P, n Pz , 

Thus YR, = R, . Now R, = (z), for if ai E H and xi $ (.a), then 
one can construct a contraction operator J E ,I;p(H+ , H-) such that 
z E [I + J] (H,), but z1 $ [I + J] (H+). Therefore, Y(x) = (2). 

If N is a maximal negative subspace, then YN’ = N’, which implies 
that YN = N. Consequently, in addition to working for any positive 
vector z, the above argument holds for negative vectors and we may 
conclude that Y(x) = <x> if x belongs to H. This implies that Y 
is a scalar multiple of the identity. For let {xn}& be a complete 
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orthonormal system in H and set z = C,“=, (*)n x, . Then there exist 
numbers ai and CI such that Yxi = olixi and YX = 01x. These last 
two equations imply x:,“=, (&)-)” anxn = czEl (4))” 01x,; consequently 
01 = ~1/~ , that is Y = oil. Since Y is Q-unitary, / 01 1 = 1. 

If $J is a general symplectic map, then there are several Q-unitary 
operators related to iJ as in (1.4). For any general symplectic map iJ 
define 

o5 = {U : for maximal positive P, P - J if and only if E(J) - UP}. 

By Lemma 1.1 two operators in the set If, differ only by a scalar 
multiple of absolute value 1. 

Now suppose that Y is a commutative subgroup of g1 . Let 

r={U: UED~forsorne~E9]. 

Certainly r is a group. If V, V E I’, and P N J is a maximal positive 
subspace, then 

wQJ - 5cr[5v(J)17 nP - 5YL5U(J)l> 
and since 8” and sV commute, 

UVP = PUP. 

By Lemma I .l we see that 

there is a scalar 01, 1 a 1 = 1 such that UV = CLVU. (1.5) 

Any two operators U and V which satisfy (1.5) are said to scalar 
commute. A set whose operators scalar commute is called scalar 
commutative. Clearly r is scalar commutative. 

It is evident that Y has a fixed point if and only if l’has an invariant 
maximal positive subspace. Since r is not commutative but is scalar 
commutative, the question- does Y have a fixed point ?-is more 
difficult than Question B. 

lb. BASIC PROPERTIES OF GENERAL SYMPLECTIC MAPS 

If y is a bounded operator on H, then for x, y E H 

f&*x, r) = ([E+ - E-1 YO& r) = w+ - E-1 x, YY) = (r*P+ - E-1 *9 39. 

Thus 

Y0 = L-K -E-l y*p+ - E-1. (1.6) 
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Suppose that 

lY= G 3 w.r.t. H+ , K 

is Q-unitary. Then UU’ = I or 

This relation is equivalent to 

AA*--BB*=I=DD*-CC* and AC* = BD*. (1.7a) 

In addition, U”U = I and this is equivalent to 

A*A-C*C=I==D*D-B*B and A*B = C*D. (1.7b) 

Remark 1.1 (M. G. Krein [2]). If J E a’, then A + B J is inver- 
tible. The proof is as follows: 

A is invertible since AA* = I + BB* and A*A = I + C*C. 
Furthermore, 

/I A-lB \I2 = (1 B*(AA*)-‘B 11 = 11 B*(I + BB*)-l B 11 

= I/ B*B(I + B*B)-lj( < 1. 

This implies that if 1) J 11 < 1, then /j A-‘BJ (/ < 1 and consequently 
A + B] = A(1 + A-lBJ) is invertible. 

Some basic properties of general symplectic maps are given in the 
next six lemmas. Each of the lemmas involves a map 5 which belongs 
to g1 . In the proofs of these lemmas we always assume that $J has 
the form (1.3), i.e. 

S(J) = (C t DJ> (A + BJ)-’ for JCL%, 

where the operator ($ :) which we denote by U, is Q-unitary. Of 
course, A, B, C and D satisfy (1.7). 

LEMMA 1.2. If 5 E 9, , M and J E 22, and M - J is a compact 
operator, then g(M) - S(J) is compact. 

Proof. In this proof K will stand for a compact operator and any 
compact operator which arises in the course of this proof will be 
denoted by K. Recall that the sum of two compact operators is compact 
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and that the product of any bounded operator with a compact operator 
is compact. 

5(M) - S(J) = w + K) - 5(J) 
= [C + w + WI [A + B(J + WI-l 

- [C + D/l [A + BJI-’ 

= [C + DJI [I + (A + BJ)-l Kl-l (A + BJ)-l + fil 

- [C + 011 [A + BJI-’ 

= [C + DJI [I + Kl-’ (A + BJ)-l 

- [C + DJI [A + BJI-” + K 

= [C + DJI [A + WI-’ + K - [C + DJI [A + B.TJ-’ + K 
= K. 

LEMMA 1.3. If 5 E ~22~ and M is a compact operator, with B(M) 
compact, then 5 maps the set of compact operators into itself. Further- 
more, B and C are compact operators if and only zjr 5 maps the set of 
compact operators into itself. 

Proof. If J E g is compact, then J - M is compact, so by Lemma 

1.2 S(J) - S(M) is compact. Since g(M) is compact, $j( J) is compact. 
Thus 3 maps the set of compact operators into itself. In particular, 
S(O) is compact. However, g(O) = CA-l, which implies that C is 
compact. Consequently C*D is compact, but by (1.7b) A*B = C*D 
and A* is invertible, so B is compact. Conversely, if C is compact, 
g(O) is compact, and so 5 must map the set of compact operators 
into itself. 

LEMMA 1.4. If 5 E g1 and S(O) = 0, then 5 is a linear map on 
L4?. 

Proof. S(O) = CA-I = 0 = C = 0 3 C*D = 0. By (1.7b) 
A*B = 0 and B = 0. Thus g(J) = DJA-1. 

LEMMA 1.5. If J E g, and )I J /( < 1, then there is a general sym- 
plectic map which maps 0 into J. 

Proof. The proof is due to Phillips (Lemma 1.1 of [5]). He 
simply constructs the required map and it is 

T,(K) = (C + DK) (A + BK)-1 U.8) 
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where 

(1 - ]*I)-’ 
UJ = (g ;) = (](I _ I*])-i 

]*(I - JJ*)-& 
(1 - ]I*)-t) * k9) 

It is straightforward to check that TJ has the necessary properties. 
Henceforth TJ will always be the map defined by (1.8) and (1.9). 

LEMMA 1.6. If 3 E Sl and g(O) is compact, then 3 is continuous in 
the weak operator topology on 95’. 

Proof. This Lemma is due to M. G. Krein (cf. [2]). 

Remark 1.2. If $j is continuous in the weak operator topology on 
S?, then S(O) is compact. The proof of this appears in the author’s 
doctoral thesis. 

Let %’ denote the compact operators in Z(H+ , H-), and let 

-WJ+ , fL)l~ d enote the Banach space of bounded operators 
from H+ to H- modulo the subspace of compact operators. If 
J E S’(H+ , H-) we let 3 denote the equivalence class in g(H+ , H-)/g 
which contains J. 6p(N+, H-)/V is a Banach space in the usual 
quotient norm which we denote by 1 ] . The norm ) 1 has the property 
that for any operator J E 6p(H+, K)/% and any E > 0 there 
is an operator J E 3 such that / J / < j( J (1 < [ 3 / + E. Let 

@=~3:ll3IIak 

LEMMA 1.7. If Pj E CCJi , then 5 canoftically induces a map 8 on @. 

Proof, The map 3 can be written in the form 

B(J) = (C + DJ) (1 + A-lB])P1 A-1 

where (/ A-lB (/ < 1. Thus Fj is defined not only on 3?, but also in 
the interior of (J : J E A?(H+ , HP) and (1 J (/ < l/l] A-lB(I) a bigger set. 
We define a map $$ : & + .@ on the element 3 of & by 

w, = tic> 

where J is some representative of 3 with 

(1.10) 

1 
II III < i/ A-lB ,, . 

By Lemma 1.2 the value of 871) is independent of which representative 
J of 3 is chosen. 
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Theorem 1 is a restatement of Result A in the introduction to this 
paper in terms of general symplectic maps. 

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that g(J) = J where 3 E Z? and 
1 11 < 1. There is a representative J of 3 with (1 J 11 < 1. Let 

where TJ is the general symplectic map defined by (1.8). Since 
T,(O) = J, g(J) = J + Ki where Ki is compact, and T;‘(J) = 0 
it follows from Lemma 1.2 that 

f(0) = T;‘[g(J)] = T;‘[J + Ki] = a compact operator. 

If the IQ-unitary operator U, associated with f is expressed as a matrix 
U, = ($; 2) with respect to H+ , K , then B, and C, are compact 
operators by Lemma 1.3. Thus by Result A in the introduction U, 
has an invariant maximal positive subspace, which is to say that f has a 
fixed point M in 97. Clearly T,(M) is a fixed point of 3. 

THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that &, , & ,..., gN is a commuting family 
of general symplectic maps and ?j,(a) = 0. If the maps ‘& ,..., gNwl 
have a common fixed point J, ;f J is a compact operator, and if J is in the 
interior of 93, then the maps ‘&, ,..., gN have a common jxed point. 

Proof. For i = 0, l,..., Nletfi=T;lofoTJ.Ifi=O ,..., N-l, 

fi(O> = T%iU>l = C’(J) = 0 

and so from Lemma 1.4 we see that fi is a linear map on .9?. This 
implies that the set 

X = {M : f,(M) = M for i = O,..., N - 1, j/ M 11 < 1) 

is a convex subset of 99 which is closed and therefore compact in the 
weak operator topology. Now f,, ,..., fN is a commutative family of 
maps, so if M E A? 

f~CfNbw1 = fNfi(M) = fN(M) 

for i = l,..., N - 1. This means that fN(M) E X. The maps T, , 7Q-l 
and gN all map compact operators into compact operators, therefore 
fN maps compact operators into compact operators. Consequently 
fN is continuous in the weak operator topology. We can now apply the 
Schauder-Tychonoff Theorem to fN on X, and conclude thatf, has a 
fixed point M in X. The operator M, in addition to satisfying 

5wv3-5 
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fN(M) = M, satisfies &(M) = M for i = 0, l,..., N - 1 by the 
definition of X. Clearly T,(M) is a fixed point of &, ,..., SN. 

Remark 1.3. If dim H, = dim H- , then the work of R. S. 
Phillips in [6] applies and from it one can show that our study of 
general symplectic maps carries over to one-to-one bi-analytic maps 
of W onto 59. The hypothesis 3 E g1 in Lemmas 1.2 through 1.7 
and in Theorems 1 and 1.2 can be replaced by the hypothesis 5 E 9. 

2a. GEOMETRIC BACKGROUND 

The way that we defined the indefinite inner product Q(,) on H 
is deceptive. The definition relied heavily on a particular decom- 
position H+ , H- of H. We shall now state things more generally. 
A canonical decomposition P, N of H is a pair of positive and negative 
subspaces of N which are Q-orthogonal such that H = P + N. 
Suppose that P, P’ is a canonical decomposition of H and that ++($-) 
is the projection of H onto P along P’ (P’ along P). Then it is easy 
(cf. Section 2 [4]) t o n an inner product (,)’ on H which gives a fi d 
norm topologically equivalent to 11 j( on H such that 

Q@, Y) = ++x> (5,~)‘ - (4-x, 4-y)’ (2.1) 

We shall call (,)’ the inner product &o&ted with P, P’. The subspaces 
P and P’ are orthogonal in the (,) ’ inner product. Thus any canonical 
decomposition of H could have been used to define Q(,) as in (1.1) 
provided that we are willing to renorm H. Renorming H makes no 
difference as far as our invariant subspace problems are concerned 
(Questions A and B), whether or not an operator is Q-unitary and a 
vector is positive depends on Q(,) alone and not on a particular 
canonical decomposition of H used to represent Q(,). A correspond- 
ence exists between positive subspaces R of H and contraction (in the 
’ norm) operators J : P -+ P’ which is similar to the one described 
for H,, H- in Section la. Henceforth this correspondence will be 
denoted by 

R N J(w.r.t. P, P’). (2.2) 

Also, a general symplectic map on B(P, P’) can be associated with a 
Q-unitary operator U, in a way analogous to (1.2) and (1.3), by using 
the matrix ($ 5) for U with respect to P, P’. 

Remark 2.1. One necessary and sufficient condition (cf. Section 1, 
Section 2 in [4]) f or a bilinear form B(x, r) to be an indefinite inner 
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product on a Hilbert space 2 is that B(x, y) be regular on 2. A 
regular bilinear form B(x, y) is one which can be written 

W, Y) = (Bx, Y) f or some bounded, invertible, and self-adjoint 
operator B on X. 

We shall assume in this section, as we did in Section 1, that H is a 
Hilbert space, that Q is a regular bilinear form on H, that H+ , H- is a 
canonical decomposition of H, that (,) is the inner product on H 
associated with H, , H- , and that E, are the orthogonal projections 
of H onto H,; then Q(,) has the form (1.1). We say that a closed sub- 
space S of H is Q-regular if Q(,) restricted to S is a regular bilinear 
form with respect to the inner product on S inherited from H. 
Alternatively, the Q-regular subspaces of H are the ones on which 
Q(,) is an indefinite inner product. For example, a positive subspace 
P of H is Q-regular if and only if the pseudonorm 11 x 11’ = dQ(x, x) 
for x in P is a norm on P and is equivalent to the Hilbert space norm 
on P. 

Whereas the last section concerned general symplectic maps on 
.LT(H,. , K), this section will be written from a geometric viewpoint. 
We define a null vector n E H to be a vector for which Q(n, n) = 0. 
A strictly positive (negative) subspace is a positive (negative) subspace 
of H which contains no null vectors. We shall now review some basic 
facts about positive subspaces (which also hold for negative subspaces). 
Suppose that P is a positive subspace of H and that P - J (w.r.t. 
H+ , H-), then 

Fl. P is regular if and only if j/ J (( < 1 (same proof as Remark 
2.1 [5]). 

F2. P is maximal positive if and only if P’ is maximal negative 
(Lemma 2.3 [5]). 

F3. If P is maximal positive, then P’ - J* (w.r.t. K , H+) 
(J* is a map from H- to H+; Section 6, 3.8” [l]). 

F4. If P is maximal positive, then P + P’ = H if and only if 
I( J II < 1, i.e. P is Q-regular (cf. Lemma 6.3 [4] or Remark 2.1 [SJ). 

F5. If P is strictly positive, then 

P’ = P+’ @ Pm’ 
where 

and 
P+‘-PnH+=H+@E+P 

P-’ = (P + P,‘)’ = P’ n [H+ 0 E+P]I. 

The subspace P-l is maximal negative; P+’ and P_’ are strictly positive 
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and strictly negative subspaces which are Q-orthogonal and ortho- 
gonal (cf. Theorem 3.1 [5]). 

F6. A subspace S of H is Q-regular if and only if there are two 
Q-orthogonal positive and negative subspaces S, and S_ of S such 
that 

(a) S = S, + S- 
(b) S, and S- are both Q-regular. 

(This follows from Remark 2.1 and some straight forward calcula- 
tion.) 

The rest of this section will be devoted to proving some more 
specialized geometric facts which are necessary to the forthcoming 
theorems. Although most statements will be made in terms of positive 
subspaces they will hold for negative subspaces as well. Suppose that 
R, R’ is a canonical decomposition H. We shall say that a positive 
(negative) subspace P of H is compactly positive (negative) w.r.t. 
R, R’ if P N J (w.r.t. R, R’) and J is a compact operator. An operator 
U which has the matrix ( $ z) with respect to R, R’ is said to have 
compact ofl diagonal terms (w.r.t.) R, R’ if B and C are compact 
operators. 

LEMMA 2.1. If P is a positive Q-regular subspace of H, then P’ is a 
Q-regular subspace of H and P f P’ = H. 

Proof. If P - J w.r.t. H, , H- , then /I J\j < 1 by Fl. Define 
]+:H,+H-by 

(2.3) 

The subspace P+’ + P defined in F5 corresponds to J+ and the sub- 
space P-’ = (P+’ + P)’ corresponds to J+* (cf. F3). Now 
11 J // < 1 * )I J+ (/ < 1 * II J+* jl < 1 2 P-’ is Q-regular. By defini- 
tion (F5) P+’ is Q-regular. Since P’ = P,’ + P-’ we may conclude 
from F6 that P’ is Q-regular. Furthermore, 

P + P'= P +(P+' + P_')= (P + P+')+ PL. 

Thus it follows from F4 applied to P + P+’ that P + P’ = H. 

LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that P is a positive subspace of H, that 
P - J (w.r.t. H+ , H-), and that J is a compact operator. Let N denote 
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the set of null vectors in P. The set N is a finite dimensional subspace of P, 
and N is trivial if and only if jl / 1) < 1, i.e. P is Q-regular. 

Proof. The proof that N is a subspace appears in several places 
(eg. proof of Theorem 3.1 [5]) and consists of using Schwartz’s 
Lemma for Q(,) on P to show that y E N if and only if y E P and 
Q(y, P) = 0. N ow f rom (1.1) it follows that a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a vector n to belong to N is that I/ E+n I/ = // JE+n /I . 
This says that J restricted to E+N is an isometry of E+N into E-N. 
Since / is a compact operator E+N must be finite dimensional. 
Consequently N is finite dimensional. Now N is non-trivial if and 
only if there is an x E H+ such that I/ /x 11 = 11 x 11 . Since J is a compact 
operator this condition is equivalent to the condition // J I/ = 1. 
Thus N is trivial if and only if 11 J 11 < 1. 

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that the strictly positive subspace P corre- 
sponds to J (w.r.t. H+ , Ii-), and that J is a compact operator. Then 
P’ + (P-l) is compactly positive (negative) w.r.t. H+ , H_. . If R is a 
positive (negative) subspace of P’ and 

and 

R-K w.r.t. P,‘, P-‘, 

RffY W.T.L f&,X, 

P+RwL w.r.t. H+ , H- 

when R is positive, then K is compact ;f and only if v is compact zf and 
only if L is compact. 

Proof. By Lemma 2.2, (1 J/I is less than one, so by Lemma 2.1, 
P’ is Q-regular. Furthermore, P+‘, P-’ defined in F5 is a canonical 
decompositon of P’ in the form Q(,) restricted to P’. Thus if R is a 
positive or negative subspace of P’ it is legitimate to discuss the 
operator K, which corresponds to R w.r.t. P+‘, P-‘. Let Q+(Q-) be 
the projection of P’ onto P,’ along P-’ (P-’ along P,‘). Suppose 
that R is positive and that r E R, then 

and 

E+r f vE+r = Q+r + KQ,r 

Since 

KQ,r = vE+r + E+r - Q+r. 

Q+rEP+‘CH+, E-KQ,r = E-vE+r. (2.4) 
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If J+ is the operator defined by (2.3), then I’-’ - ]+* (w.r.t. H+, H-) If J+ is the operator defined by (2.3), then P-’ - ]+* (w.r.t. H+ , H-) 
and since KQ,r E P-’ equation (2.4) becomes and since KQ,r E P-’ equation (2.4) becomes 

KQ+r = [E- + J+*E-] KQ,r = [E- + I+*&1 4-r KQ+r = [E- + J+*E-] KQ,r = [E- + l+*E-1 VJ%-~ 

which implies, because J+* is compact, that K is compact if and only 
if v is compact. 

If R is a negative subspace of P’ and r E R, then 

E-r + vE_r = Q-r + KQ-r. 

Since KQr E I’+’ C H+ equation (2.5) can be written 

(2-5) 

KQ-r = E&Q-r = vE-r - E,Q-r 

which, because E&r = ]+*E-Q-r, becomes 

KQ-r = vE_r - J+*E-Q-r. 

Thus K is compact if and only if v is compact. 
Next we shall suppose that R is a positive subspace of P’ and we 

shall consider P + R. Since P and R are Q-orthogonal each vector 
of P + R is a positive vector, and from the fact that P is Q-regular 
one can deduce that P + R is closed. Thus P + R is a positive sub- 
space and there is an operator L such that P + R N L(w.r.t. H+ , H-). 
Let X = E+(P + R). The subspace X is closed because P + R is a 
positive subspace, and X can be written X = E+P + E+R. Further- 
more, the Q-orthogonality of P and R can be used to show that E,P 
and E+R have trivial intersection. Thus there exist projection oerators 
Q1(Qz) of X onto E+P along E+R (E+R along E-P). If z E P + R, 
then x = zi + z2 where z1 E P and x2 E R and we write 

x = E+z, + JE+z, + E+x, + vE+x, = E+z + LE,x. 

Now E+x, = Q,E+x and E+z, = QzE+x, so L = ]Qr + vQ2. Thus L 
is a compact operator if and only if v is a compact operator. 

LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that S is a closed subspace of H and that 
S = S, + S- where the strictly positive and strictly negative subspace 
S, and S- are Q-orthogonal and correspond to K, and K- w.r.t. H.+ , 
H- . If K, and KM are compact operators, then 

(a) S and S’ are Q-regular; H = S f S’. 

(b) S’ = S,’ + S-’ where S,’ and S-’ are strictly positive and 
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strictly negative Q-orthogonal subspaces both of which are compactly 
positive w.r.t. H+ , H- . 

Proof. Since S, is strictly positive, (S,)’ can be written as 

(S,)’ = v+ (73 v- 

according to F5. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 S, and (S,)’ are Q-regular. 
Thus (S,)’ can be renormed so that Q(,) has form (1.1) with respect 
to the canonical decomposition V+ , VW . The negative subspace S- 
is contained in (S,)’ and consequently Lemma 2.3 implies that S- 
is compactly positive w.r.t. V, , VP . Let T denote the Q-orthogonal 
complement of S- in (S,)‘; since S- is Q-regular, T is Q-regular 
(Lemma 2.1). If we apply F5 to the subspace T in (S,)’ we get the 
usual decomposition 

where T+ and TM are strictly positive and negative and Q-orthogonal 
subspaces of T. Furthermore, Lemma 2.3 applies to S- in (A’,)’ and 
so we may conclude that T+(T-) is compactly positive (negative) 
w.r.t. V+ , V- . The second part of Lemma 2.3 implies that T+(T-) 
is compactly positive (negative) w.r.t. H+ , H- . 

Now T is the Q-orthogonal complement of S- in (S,)‘, i.e. 
T = (S,)’ n (SW)’ = (S, + SJ’ = S’. Thus if we let S’, = T+ 
and S’- = T- part (b) ’ p 1s roved. To complete this proof we need to 
show that H = S + 5”. This follows from a double application of 
Lemma 2.1 which implies that 

H = S+ + (S,)’ = S, + S- + T = S + T = S + S’. 

LEMMA 2.5. If P, P’ is a canonical decomposition of H, P N J 
(w.r.t. H+ , K) a compact operator, and CD+(&) denotes the projection 
of H onto P along P’ (P’ along P), then 

CD+ = Eh + a compact operator. 

Proof. Let TJ be the general symplectic map (1.8) and let U, be 
the corresponding Q-unitary operator (1.9). The properties T,(O) = J, 
U,H+ = P, and U,H- = P’ are fundemental to T, and U, and from 
them one obtains 

The relation (2.6) can be stated more simply: U,E+UJ~ is the pro- 
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jection of H onto P along P’. This and the similar calculation for E- 
gives 

@+ = lJJE,U,-l. (2.7) 

In (1.9) U, is expressed explicitly in terms of J and since J is compact 
(1.9) reduces to 

U, = 1 + a compact operator. 

Therefore 

@* = U,EhUU,-l= E+ + a compact operator. 

LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that S = S, + S- satis$es the hypothesis of 
Lemma 2.4, that U is a Q-unitary operator which has compact off 
diagonal terms w.r.t. H+ , H- , and that US = S. Then U Is has 
compact 08 diagonal terms w.r.t. S, , S- , and U Is*, has compact off 
diagonal terms w.r.t. St+, S’-. 

Proof. Since U is Q-unitary and US = S, US’ = S’. Let 
R, = S, $ S’, and R- = S- + S’- . The subspaces R, and R- 
are Q-orthogonal, positive and negative respectively, and 
R, + R- = S + S’ = H; that is R, , R- is a canonical decomposi- 
tion of H. In addition, one may note from Lemma 2.4 that S, , SW , 
(S’,), and (S’J are compactly positive w.r.t. H+ , H- which implies 
(Lemma 2.3) that R, , R~- are compactly positive w.r.t. H+ , H- . Let 
@+(@-) be the projection of H onto R, along R- (R- along RJ. 
From Lemma 2.5 we may conclude that 

G&U@? = EiUEr + a compact operator. 

By hypothesis E,UE, are compact, thus @,UGJ~ are compact opera- 
tors. 

The fact that @,S is S, coupled with our hypothesis US = S 
implies that @,U@,S C S and that the operators @*UC& Is are the 
off diagonal terms w.r.t. S, , S- of U Is . At the end of the preceeding 
paragraph we saw that the operators @*U@? were compact, thus 
Lemma 2.6 is proved for U Is. A similar argument works for U Is, 
since @,S’ = S’,. 
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2b. A MAJOR PRELIMINARY THEOREM 

A Q-unitary operator U, on H is said to satisfy condition A w.r.t. 
H+ , H- provided that 

(a) if P is a maximal positive subspace of H and U,,P = P, then 
P is compactly positive w.r.t. H+ , H- . 

(b) U,, has compact off diagonal terms w.r.t. H+ , H- . 

If g,, denotes the general symplectic map associated with Us (cf. (1.2) 
(1.3) (1.4), then the statement in terms of & which is equivalent to 
condition A w.r.t. H+ , H- is 

(a) if g,,(J) = J, then J is a compact operator. 

(b) g,(O) is compact, or equivalently, g,(K) is compact if K is 
compact (cf. Lemma 1.3). 

Translating condition A into terms of g on 9(H+ , H-)/V is akward. 
However a succinct condition, (2.7) @,, has only one fixed point in 
& and that point is 0, implies condition A w.r.t. H+ , K . 

Remark 2.2. If U is Q-unitary, U,, satisfies condition A, and U 
scalar commutes with UO, then U has compact off diagonal terms 
w.r.t. H+ , H- . The proof of this is as follows. By Result A in the 
Introduction U,, has an invariant maximal positive subspace P. Since U 
and U,, scalar commute, U,,UP = UU,P = UP. Now part (a) of 
Condition A implies that both P and UP are compactly positive 
w.r.t. H+ , K , which combined with Lemma 1.3 implies that U 
has compact off diagonal terms. 

LEMMA 2.7. If U,, satisjies condition A w.r.t. H+ or H- and R is a 
positive or negative subspace such that U,,R = R, then R is compactly 
positive OY negative w.r.t. H+ , K . 

Proof. We shall prove that R is compactly positive w.r.t. H+ , H- 
by showing that R is contained in a subspace which is compactly 
positive w.r.t. H+ , K . Suppose that R is positive and that R - J 
(w.r.t. H,. , H-). Let Z = {K E &? : KX = Jx for all x E E+R}. The 
set %” is convex and is compact in the weak operator topology. If a 
maximal positive subspace P contains R, then U,P contains R since 
we have assumed that U,R = R. This is equivalent to saying that 
&, maps X into itself. By Lemma 1.3 s,,(O) is a compact operator, by 
Lemma 1.6 ijo is continuous in the weak operator topology, and by 
the Schauder-Tychonoff Theorem &, has a fixed point M in Y. The 
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maximal positive subspace S which corresponds to M (w.r.t. H, , H-) 
is invariant under U,, , contains R, and is compactly positive w.r.t. 
H,, H-. 

Condition A (a) implies that if N is a maximal negative subspace 
of H for which Li,N = N, then N is compactly negative w.r.t. H, , 
H- . This is true because 

U,N = N = U,N’ = N’ + N’ is compactly positive 

w.r.t. H+ , H- 2 N is compactly negative w.r.t. H+ , H- 

This subsection is devoted to proving, 

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that U, , U, *.. U, are scalar commuting 
Q-unitary operators on H, that U,, satisjies condition A w.r.t. H+ , H- , 
and that there is a maximal positive subspace P invariant under 

uo , Ul ,‘.‘, U,-, . Then there is a non-trivial positive subspace R of H 
which is invariant under U, ,..., U, , U;‘,..., U;‘. That is, U,R = Rfor 
i = O,..., N. 

Proof. Let gi be the general symplectic map associated with Ui 
(cf. (1.2) (1.3) (1.4)) for i = 0 ,..., N. Since the U, scalar commute, the 
maps & commute (cf. Section la). Furthermore, if P - J (w.r.t. 
H+ , H-) then &(J) = J for i = 0 ,..,, N - 1. From these facts we 
see that 

&v(J) = 5N[SO(J)l = 50[5N(l>l 

which implies that U,,S = S where S - S,(J) (w.r.t. H, , H-). Since 
U, satisfies condition A, g,(J) is a compact operator. The operator J 
is also compact because U,P = P. Thus by Lemma 1.3 we have 
that gN maps the set of compact operators into itself, i.e. sN(0) = 0. 
Now we consider two cases. 

Case 1. If J is in the interior of a, then Theorem 1.2 says that 
5 rJ Y-e*, GN must have a fixed point K. The maximal positive sub- 
space R which corresponds to K satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 
2.1. 

Case 2. Suppose that /j J // = 1. Since J is compact, Lemma 2.2 
implies that the set M of null vectors in P is a non-trivial finite dimen- 
sional subspace. Any Q-unitary operator maps null vectors into null 
vectors, so M is invariant under U, em* UN-I) U$ ,..., l&l,. The 
following is a generalization of Naimark’s ideas in [3]. Let I’, be the 
group generated by U, ,..., UK for K = N - 1 or K = N. Let 
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A’ be a maximal abelian subgroup of TN-, which contains U,, . Since 
M is finite dimensional and invariant under the commutative family 
A’ of operators, there is an x E M which is an eigenvector of each 
m E A!. Let X(m) denote the corresponding eigenvalue; mx = h(m) x. 
Let 

7‘ = {x E H : mx = A(m) x if m E AS!}. 

We need three lemmas. 

LEMMA 2.8. If p, y E TN, then either PT = yT or Q(pT, yT) = 0. 

Proof. We wish to show that either y-lpT = T or Q(y-lpT, T) = 0. 
Suppose that y-$ commutes with ~4’. Then 

m(y-$6) x = (y-$L) mx = h(m) (y-+4) x, 

for x E T and m E A!. Thus if x E T, y-$x E T. Since A’ is a group, 
(y+)-l commutes with A’ and so we get y-$T = T. 

Suppose that there is an operator m E ~5’ which does not commute 
with y-$. Since r, is scalar commutative, m(y-$) = o(y-l,~) m for 
some 01, / 01 1 = 1, 01 f 1. If x E T and y E y-$T, then y = y-$x 
for some x E T and 

Q(x, y) = Q(x, y-$z) = Q(mx, my-$z) = GQ(mx, y-$mx) 

= &2@(m) x, y-$Lh(m) z) = Cu 1 A( Q(x, y), 

that is 
(1 - a: I +=)12> Sk, Y) = 0 

and so Q(x, y) = 0. 

LEMMA 2.9. If b E TN-, and bT C T, then b E A??. 

Proof. Since TN-, is scalar commutative there is for each 
g E r,-, a scalar a(g), ( a(g)\ = 1, such that bg = a(g) gb. If x E T, 
then mx = h(m) x and so bmx = h(m) bx or equivalently 
mbx = [h(m)/ol(m)] bx. H owever, the hypothesis bx E T says that 
mbx = h(m) bx for each m E A$‘. Thus u(m) = 1 for m E ~4’ and b 
must commute with A. Since A’ is maximal abelian, b E .A’. 

LEMMA 2.10. The subspace T can be decomposed into Q-orthogonal 
and orthogonal strictly positive, strictly negative, and null subspaces 

T = T+ -I- T- + T,, 

where T, = T n T’. Furthermore T+ , T- , and T, all correspond to 
compact contractions w.r.t. H+ , H- , and T is Q-regular 27 T,, is trivial. 
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Proof. The decomposition of T into T+ , T- and T,, is obtained 
by considering Q(x, y) = (Bx, y) on T and splitting the self-adjoint 
operator B into positive, negative, and null parts. This technique is 
the one behind Remark 2.1. An argument in Section 4 [4] proves 
that TO = T n T’ (take N = T, + TO, P = T- + TO in 
Section 4 [4]). S ince T is an eigenspace of U,, , the subspaces T+ , T- 
and TO are invariant under U, . Thus by Lemma 2.7 they are com- 
pactly positive and negative w.r.t. H, , H- . Lemma 2.4 implies that T 
is Q-regular if TO is trivial. 

The proof of Theorem 2.1 will involve three special cases. In each 
case we shall define a certain subspace S of H. In each case it will be 
clear that S is invariant under TN; all difficulties lie in showing that S 
is a positive subspace. The symbol V will denote the closed linear 
span of subspaces written after it. 

Case (a). TO is a non-trivial subspace. 

Define S = V yT,. 
?=I-, 

Case (b). T,, is trivial. In addition, U,*T # yT for each positive 
integer r and each y E rNwl . 

Let z E T n M, and denote the linear span of x by (z). 

Define S = V y(a). 
M-N 

Case (c). TO is trivial. In addition, there is an integer v and a 
y E TN-, such that U,“T = y T. 

Let t be the smallest such positive integer, then U,“T = hT, for 
some h E TN-l . Since h-l and UNt commute to within a scalar, 
h-lT = l&IT and we have lost nothing by requiring t to be positive. 
Now by Remark 2.2 h-‘UNt has compact off diagonal terms w.r.t. 
H+ , H-; also T+ and T- are compactly positive and negative w.r.t. 
H+ , H- . Therefore, by Lemma 2.4 T is Q-regular and by Lemma 2.6 
h-IU,’ IT has compact off diagonal terms w.r.t. T+ , T- . Result A 
in the Introduction is applicable, so there exists a maximal positive 
subspace P in T for which 

h-lUNtP = P. 

Define S = V yP. 
YEJ-‘hJ 

We now prove that in each case S is a positive subspace. 
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Case (a). Since T, is a null space, if y is a Q-unitary operator, 
then yT, is a null space. The sum of Q-orthogonal null spaces is a 
null space, and null spaces are positive. 

Thus it suffices to show that either pTO = yT,, or Q(,uL~, yT,) = 0 
for each y, TV E P, . This is easy. If p, y E r, then Lemma 2.8 implies 
that either pT = yT or Q(pT,, , yT,) = 0, since yT, C yT and 
pT,, C pT. Suppose that pT = yT. Then y-+.LT = T and y-$T’ = T’. 
This implies, since To = T n T’, that y-lpT,, = To and so VT,, = y To. 

Case (b). (z} is a null space. We need only show that either 
p(x) = y(z) or Q@(x), y(z)) = 0 for each p, y E T, . Now if 
I4 Y E J-h’ 9 then Lemma 2.8 implies that either pT = yT or 
Q(&z), y(z)) = 0. Suppose that y-lkT = T. Since y-l,~ E r, , 
TN is generated by TN-r and U, , and r, is scalar commutative, we 
see that there is an integer r, a scalar c, and an operator b E TN-r such 
that 

y+ = cblJNB, (2.8) 

Equation (2.8) implies that UMrT = b-lT. By assumption r = 0, so 
y-1~ = cb and bT = T. Thus b E A? by Lemma 2.9, and 
y-rpz = cbz = d(b) x. In other words, p(z) = y(x). 

Case (c). The sum of Q-orthogonal positive subspaces is a positive 
subspace. We need only show that either pP = yP or Q(pP, yP) = 0 
for each, p, y G r, . Now if p, y E TN, then Lemma 2.8 implies that 
eith,r pT = yT or Q(pP, yP) = 0. Suppose that y+T = T. Since 
y-1~ belongs to PM it satisfies (2.8), which implies that lJ,?T = b-lT. 
By assumption 0 < t < j r 1 , so there is an integer j with 1 j 1 < t 
and an integer K which satisfy r = kt + j. Recall that UNtT = hT; 
certainly (U, t)k T = h”T. Now 

b-12’ = lJ,‘T = (U,t)k U,iT = h”U,jT 

h-%-IT = u,jl: 

However h-kb-l E r,-, which, by the definition of t, implies that 
either 1 j ) > t or j = 0. Since / j 1 < t, j = 0. Consequently Y = kt 

and bhkT = T. Thus bhk E A’ by Lemma 2.9, and by the definition 
of T we see that bhkx = h(bh”) x, if x E T. The subspace P is con- 
tained in T so hkP = b-lP; because hk and b scalar commute 
h-“P = bP. It follows from these calculations that 

y-lpP = bU,‘P = U,‘bP = UN’h-“P = h-“UkkP = (h-lUNt)k P. 
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Now P \yas defined to satisfy (h-lU, “) P = P, thus y-l@’ = P and 
PP = yP. 

3. THE MAIN RESULTS 

Before proceeding with the proof of the main theorem of this 
paper we need two Lemmas. 

LEMMA 3.1. If P is a strictly positive subspace of H, U,, is a Q- 
unitary operator on .8 which satisfies condition A w.r.t. H, , H- , and 
U,P = P, then 

(1) P’ is Q-regular and P+‘, P-’ (as in Section 2a F5) is a canonical 
decomposition for P’. Thus if the inner product associated with P+‘, P-’ 
is placed on P’, Q(,) restricted to P’ can be written in form (1.1) with 
respect to P+‘, P-‘. 

(2) If VIJ = uo IP 7 then V, is a Q-unitary operator on P’ and V, 
satis$es condition A w.r.t. P,’ , P-‘. 

Proof. (1) The hypothesis and Lemma 2.7 imply that P is 
compactly positive w.r.t. H+ , H- . Since P is strictly positive (Lemma 
2.2) P is Q-regular, so P’ is Q-regular, and the decomposition of P 
given in F5 is a canonical decomposition of P’. 

(2) Condition A w.r.t. P+‘, P-‘, part (a): Suppose that R is a 
maximal positive subspace of P’ and that V,,R = R. The subspace R 
is Q-orthogonal to P so P + R is a positive subspace of H, and 
U,(P + R) = U,P + U,R = P + R. Since U,, satisfies condition A 
w.r.t. H, , H- , the subspace P + R is compactly positive w.r.t. 
H Hp. +, By Lemma 2.3 the subspace R is compactly positive 
w.r.t. P+‘, P-‘. 

Part (b) is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.6 where we let the 
subspace S of Lemma 2.4 equal P. 

LEMMA 3.2. If S, is a null subspace of H, U,, is a Q-unitary operator 
on H which satisfies condition A w.r.t. H+ , K , and U,,S, = S,, , then 

(1) The subspace I? = H 0 [E+S, @ E-S,,] of H is Q-regular and 
the subspaces 8, = H+ 0 E,S, are a canonical decomposition of I?. 
Furthermore, Q(,) restricted to A has the form (1.1) with respect to A+ , 
I?- in the inner product on A given by restricting (,) to I?. 

(2) U,[l? @ SO] = A@ S, . Let /3 be the orthogonal projection of 
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I? @ SO onto I?, and let o,, = ,8U, 12 . Then Z?O is a Q-unitary operator 
on l? and satisjies condition A w.r.t. I?+ , &?- . 

Proof. (1) Is evident. 

(2) The following is patterned after arguments found in Section 4 
[4] and Section 4 [5]. A more comprehensive presentation than our 
rather sketchy one can be found in these places. 

Since S, is a null space SO C SO’. The vector x belongs to S,,’ 0 S, 
if and only if 

and 

0 = Q(x, So) = (2, E+&) - ($3 L‘%) (3.1) 

The equations (3.1) and (3.2) are equivalent to 

(x, E+S,) = 0 = (x, E-S,) 

which says that x E H @ [E+S, @ GS,] = l?. Thus SO’ @ S,, = J?, 
that is A @ SO = SO’, and the statement U,,[A @ SO] = A 0 SO , 
is equivalent to the statement U,S,’ = S,,‘. Now U,,S,,’ = S,’ 
because U,,S,, = S,, . 

The operator I?,, is Q-unitary on A: if X, y E A, then 
UOx, U,y E J? @ S, and 

Q&y) = Q(u,,xt U,Y> = Q(P - B + PI uox, [I - B + PI UOY> 

= Q([l - PI Uox, [1 - PI U,Y) + Q(W,x> [I -PI UOY) 

+ 801 - PI 4~ PUOY) + Q(PUox, BUOY) (3.3) 

= Q(WJ,x, P~,Y) = QV%,x> %Y,- 

Suppose that R is a maximal positive subspace of A such that 
U,,R = R. The subspace R @ S, = ,FR is positive and 

Uo[R@S,J=UoR+UoS,=~,,R~[l-/?I]U,,R+S,,=R@S, (3.4) 

Thus R @ S, is compactly positive w.r.t. H+ , He . If SO - JO w.r.t. 
H+ , H- , R -l? (w.r.t. l?, , 8J, and R @ S, -K (w.r.t. H+ , H-), 
then 

Kx= jg 
I 

x E EJ,, 
XEH+@E+S,. 
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Furthermore J,, is compact, since Us&, = S, . Consequently $ is a 
compact operator and R is compactly positive w.r.t. I?+ , a-. It is 
clear that I?s has compact off diagonal terms w.r.t. g+ , A- . 

Induction Hypothesis for the Integer N. (I. H; N) 

If (a) 2 is a Q-regular subspace of H, and X+ , X- is a canonical 
decomposition of Z, 

(b) V, is a Q-unitary operator on 2 which satisfies condition A 
w.r.t. X+ , Z-, 

(c) v, ,*--, V/-N are N Q-unitary operators on X such that V, , 
V r ,..., V, scalar commute, 
then there is a maximal positive subspace of X invariant under 
v v,. 0 ,a**, 

THEOREM 3.1. If N is an integer, the induction hypothesis is true 
for N. 

Proof The proof is by induction. 

For N = 0. 

The operator V, has compact off diagonal terms w.r.t. X+ , P- 
and so Result A in the introduction to this paper implies that V,, has 
an invariant maximal positive subspace. 

For an arbitrary integer N. 

We shall assume that the induction hypothesis is true for N - 1 
and prove that it is true for N. 

Let 2 be a subspace of H and let U,, ,..., U, be operators on 2 
such that requirements (a), (b) and (c) of I. H;N are met. We shall 
take the inner product on 2 to be the inner product associated with 
X+ , &?-; Q(,) is an indefinite inner product on X and has the form 
(1.1) with respect to yi+ , &?. , Suppose that P is a positive subspace 
of Z, that U,P = P for i = 0, l,..., N, and that no other subspace of 
&+ which has this property properly contains P. Such a subspace 
exists by Zorn’s lemma. We shall prove that P is a maximal positive 
subspace of Z. Note that P is compactly positive w.r.t. X+ , X , 
since it is invariant under Us and Us satisfies condition A w.r.t. 
J?+, Z (Lemma 2.7). 

Case (a). Suppose that P is strictly positive. (Note: This includes 
the case where P is trivial.) Let P’ be the Q-orthogonal complement of 
P in the subspace &. The operators U, satisfy U,P’ = P’ and so if 
we set Vi = Uilp, for i = 0, l,..., N, each Vi is an operator from P’ 
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into itself. Now Lemma 3.1 implies that P’ is Q-regular, that P’+, P’- 
as defined in F5 is a canonical decomposition of P’, and that V0 
satisfies condition A for P’+, P’-. Thus P’ and V, satisfy requirements 
(a) and (b) of I. H; N. Since the operators U, ,..., U, scalar commute, 
the operators V,, ,..., V, scalar commute and requirement (c) of 
I. H; N is satisfied. 

Since all requirements of I. H; N are met all requirements of 
I. H; N - 1 are met. We have assumed that I. H; N - 1 is true, and 
so we may conclude that there is a maximal positive subspace of P 
which is invariant under V, ,..., V/‘,-, . Now if P’ is not strictly 
negative (i.e. P+’ = (0)) then Th eorem 2.1 implies that there is a 
non-trivial positive subspace R of P’ which satisfies V,R = R for 
i = o,..., N. Since P and R are Q-orthogonal, P + R is a positive 
subspace of 2. Furthermore, Ui[P + R] = U,P + ViR = P + R 
for i = O,..., N. Either P + R properly contains P, or P’ is a negative 
subspace of X. The former can not be true by our definition of P 
and the latter is equivalent to saying that P is a maximal positive 
subspace of Z’. 

Case (b). Suppose that P contains non-trivial null vectors and let 
S,, denote the subspace of null vectors in P. See Lemma 3.2 for the 
definitions of the terminology which follows. Lemma 4.1 [S] says 
that if R is a positive subspace of & which contains S, , then R is 
contained in 2 @ S, . Thus R = /3R is defined and is a positive 
subspace of 2. Certainly R is equal to & @ S, . 

The operators Ui satisfy U&, = S, for i = O,..., N because 
U,P = P for i = O,..., N. The calculation (3.3) applies to the opera- 
tors Ui = /3U, 12 for i = l,..., N as well as to the case i = 0 for 
which it was done and implies that each oi is a Q-unitary operator 
on 2. In addition, 0;’ = /3U;l I& and the positive subspace p = /3P 
of &’ inherit the property OJj = p for i = O,..., N. It can be readily 
shown that the operators U,, ,..., U, scalar commute. By Lemma 3.2 
o0 satisfies condition A w.r.t. &?+ , 2 . 

Suppose that there is a positive subspace S of # which properly 
contains p and which satisfies D$Y? = S for i = O,..., N. Then 
S @ S,, is a positive subspace of 2, and it contains P = p + So 
properly. Furthermore, the calculation (3.4) applies to Ui and S to 
give Ui[s @ S,,] = S @ S, for i = O,..., N. This is contrary to the 
definition of P. Therefore p is a positive subspace of & such that 
U$ = P for i = O,..., N and which is maximal with respect to this 
property. Since S,, contains all null vectors in P, the subspace P is 
strictly positive. Thus P in 2 satisfies the same conditions that were 

5fw/3-6 
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on P and Z in case (a) of this proof. Thus from case (a) we may 
conclude that P is maximal positive in 2. 

All that remains is for us to show that P is maximal positive in Z. 
If any positive subspace 5’ of X properly contains P, then the positive 
subspace 3 = BS properly contains P = PP, which contradicts the 
fact that P is maximal positive in 2. 

Proof of Theorem 2. The first step is to reduce the problem to the 
case where Jo = 0. Define a map S on ‘9’i by 

for 3 E ‘??i . Set 9’ = {f : f = S(g) for some iJ E Y}. Then, since 
S(&,) belongs to 9”, the group 9” satisfies the hypothesis of Theo- 
ren 2 with Jo = 0. Moreover, if Y’ has a fixed point M then T;‘(M) 
is a fixed point of 9. Thus we may assume that J,, = 0; in other 
words, &, satisfies condition (2.7). 

As in la we associate a scalar commutative family of Q-unitary 
operators r with Y. The operator U, associated with &, satisfies 
condition A w.r.t. H.+ , H- , since &, satisfies (2.7). The following 
argument is due to Naimark [3]. If 3 E Y, let F, = (J E JZ~ : g(J) = J}. 
Since g(O) = 6@,(O)] = go@(O)] condition (2.7) implies that 
g(O) = 0, and so by Lemma 1.6 5 is continuous in the weak operator 
topology. The fact that 3 is continuous in the weak operator topology 
implies that F, is closed in the weak operator topology. The set g 
is compact in the weak operator topology which implies that the col- 
lection of F,‘s has the finite intersection property. Theorem 3.1 
implies that (I.H.N.) is true for any N operators on H that belong to r 
since H is a Q-regular subspace of H and Us satisfies condition A 
w.r.t. H, , H- , however, this is just the geometric form of the state- 
ment that every finite collection of F,‘s has non-empty intersection. 

Proof of Corollary 1. Suppose that M is a Q-unitary operator 
which has the form 

M= t j +Kw.r.t.H+,H- i 1 

where K is a compact operator and a(A) does not intersect a(D). Let 
&, denote the general symplectic map associated with M. We shall 
now prove that &, satisfies (2.7), in other words, &, satisfies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1. 
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The equation g,(J) = g is equivalent to the equation 
J = PJ + 0) (A + 0)-l as one can see from (3.5) and (1.3). Thus 

80(3) = 3 if and only if 3lLB3=0. (34 

Define the map T: -rtp(H+ , H-)/V --+ ocP(H+ , H-)/V by 

T(K) = KA - IX (3.7) 

for each element I? of Z(H+ , IX.)/%?. M. Rosenblum [7] has shown 
that a map T of a Banach algebra into itself of the form (3.7) is inver- 
tible if and only if o(m) and a(@ are disjoint. Unfortunately 
-Ep(I-I+ , IL)/%? is not a Banach algebra and Rosenblum’s Theorem [7] 
does not apply directly to the case at hand. This difficulty is easy to 
remedy. Define 

A, = AE, f h,E- 

D, = DE- + h&+ 

where A, E o(A) and A, E a(D). The operators A, and D, belong to 
the Banach algebra 9(H, H) and their specturm is disjoint since 
a(A) and a(D) are disjoint. This implies that Jr and D, have disjoint 
spectra as elements of the Banach algebra and consequently by 
Corollary 3.3 (ii) in [7] the map 

is invertible. Thus T,(R) = 0 =P l? = 0. Now suppose that J E LB 
and that g&J) = J. From (3.6) and (3.7) we see that T(J) = 0. 

However E+ belongs to 9(H, H)/V and T,(@+) = T(J) = 0. 

Therefore, @+ = 0 and consequently 3 = 0. Thus, we have shown 
that &, satisfies (2.7). 
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